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Debating this the other day with colleagues: Deep Class III subgingival MF of #8, so deep 
and inflamed that the tissue bleeds just when you look at it and has overgrown into the carious 
lesion. It also wraps almost to the lingual surface.

Assuming you have no laser: Reviewing some cases, it seems like folks mostly felt OK taking 
a red finishing carbide, troughing around the gingival margins and trimming out all the excess 
tissue.

Is it me, or is that a bit aggressive? If a band doesn’t seat without trimming tissue, or it is so 
subgingival that some room has to be created, I suppose so. But what are your thoughts? Just 
wondering a bit here about healing postoperative. n

Years ago, a guy named Vic Pollard created a diamond for doing gingival curettage. He 
called them “gingettage diamonds” and they worked quite well.

Scroll down to midpage at pollarddentalproducts.com. n

Start by using the Greater Curve band, because this can isolate deep buccal decay. You’ve 
got to see it to believe it.

As far as trimming the tissue: By all means, if it is necessary I use a fine-flame bur and trim 
as needed. It heals very nicely and I have never had an issue, but be careful that you have some 
attached gingiva there so you do not create an air embolism as you trim away. n

In this situation, I usually try to let the band trim the tissue. I will cut a Tofflemire band and 
precurve it, force it down to just past the margin of the prep, and then wedge it. The band will 
cut off the excess tissue in some cases and the wedge will stop the bleeding through pressure. 
I use an electrosurge for this, too, if it’s a lot of tissue. Occasionally, I will use a bur—a good 
coarse or medium bur will do the job, but have some hemostatic material available because I 
usually get the most bleeding from the bur-managed tissue. n

It’s going to sound a little nutty, but stick with me. 
There is a burlike instrument that is intended to be used in a high-speed handpiece for 

removing GP from canal before making post space for placing a post. It’s called a Prepi. It 
removes GP by heating it, and it sort of oozes away as you move it downward in the canal. It’s 
totally noncutting so you cannot damage tooth at all. 

Removing Excess Tissue 
with a High-Speed?
It turns out many Townies endorse this option for trimming 

tissue, and share their advice and tips for clinical success 
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It also happens to do a great job at removing excess gingival tissue even though that’s not its 
“intended” use. Use it in HS, dry, no water. It literally melts the tissue away, and pretty much 
cauterizes it too. And since it’s noncutting you literally cannot damage tooth with it; it will only 
remove tissue. n

I believe the deal with the Vic Pollard diamonds is they use a grit that is somewhat fine, 
which prevents gross laceration of the tissues. So the grit is enough to peel away the redundant 
tissue without laceration. n

I have three lasers but if I come across something like that, I am not a bit scared to use a dia-
mond bur to trim back the tissue. Works well, and nobody has complained about postoperative 
pain. The tissue bleeds a bit more when cut with a bur, but it is not a big deal to control it. n

Interesting! I’ve been using a small, round extra-fine-grit diamond for this same purpose. 
Seems to be a similar principle. Can’t really cut tooth with it, and the tissue just melts away 
from it. n

I have used those gingettage burs for more than 25 years, and always use them to trim excess 
tissue and to lightly trough around margins before impressions. No cord 25+ years. Get some. n

I’ve been using the Komet KT CeraTip instrument for years. Works great—no water, just 
cut dry. n

My go-to for tissue over decay is to hold it out of the way with a large spoon and prep the 
tooth and spoon with some sort of diamond. Then move around the tooth as needed. This 
doesn’t create a lot of heme problems, and the pressure of the spoon can stop heme in that area 
while it’s there.

My go-to for stopping heme is generally 3M’s retraction paste. Let sit for 90 seconds or more.
If you have trouble placing a Greater Curve for lack of supraginival tooth structure, once 

heme is controlled, clean and bond up to about 1mm from the perimeter where the gums 
are, and everywhere else. Cure. Then place a bead of heavy body flowable (Voco) around the 
edge of the tooth and cure. You may repeat a couple times to create a 1–2mm-tall “castle” 
of flowable around the edge of the tooth. (It doesn’t have to be right at the edge, just close.) 
You can use the castle to help guide the Greater Curve down and around the tooth to hold 
on to the tooth.

You probably have to clean and rebond after placing the Greater Curve. Then place a bead 
of flowable between the castle and the Greater Curve and smoosh it into the nooks and crannies 
with some heated A2 packable up to 4mm from the margin and cure. … And cure. … Add 
more if needed, and shape into a tooth for a BU, then crown. Best if left out of occlusion by a 
millimeter or so for a while, in hopes some eruption might help get more tooth above the gums 
to work with for the crown margins. Sure, crown lengthening is an option.

My favorite extra-fine bur for deep decay is EX-21-EF from eBay China (about 20 cents a bur). 
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It tends to not cause exposure, or bleeding exposures. I think it may cauterize the pulp if it’s 
exposed, because one seems to not have much heme problems on exposures with this bur. It’s 
sort of big for margin preps. There are other smaller blunt-edge extra-fines that you can get for 
margins that don’t chew up gums too much. CR11EF or CR12EF are round-ended cones that 
leave a nice margin; they come in packages of five burs with 20 packages for around $20 bucks. 
Leave a message in the eBay order for the collection of burs you want, so long as they total 100 
or 200 burs you are ordering. These extra-fine burs seem to hold up quite well.

FYI, it’s my understanding that extra-fine diamonds of some sort are one of the tools used 
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when cardiologists are cleaning out clogged arteries. They don’t tend to rip things up too much. 
However, they are also not spinning at 200,000 RPM. n

Epis, NTi–Axis also makes a similar product. n

I used gingettage diamonds for a long time, then discovered a small round fine finishing 
diamond did the same thing. n

I have a laser. Slow as hell. Bur, super-duper fast. In some areas, no band will be able to 
isolate it. Bur, ViscoStat Clear or Traxodent (that stuff is awesome) and restore. We are talking 
compromised situations here, on teeth that really are not worth spending a fortune on surgical 
crown lengthening, etc. I do it all the time and there don’t seem to be any problems with it, 
but that is very anecdotal and I don’t know if there is any data on the postoperative issues that 
can arise.

I also occasionally do this interproximally when I have a deep root restoration that goes to 
bone level or near it. The excess gingiva makes it impossible to put anything down there, and 
the margin is bone level. Here, I simply remove the gingiva, prep the interproximal bone with 
an end-cutting carbide or flat-ended diamond (try to go at least 2mm from margin to be able to 
establish some form of biological width), make sure it blends well with the buccal and lingual 
bone, place a band with an excellent seal (if you are into a furcation or can’t get a good seal, for-
get about it), place your restoration and the results are surprisingly durable. Again, compromised 
situation. It’s this or exo. I might get flamed, but it works better than we think.

Come to think of it, didn’t Bill Strupp post something like this in recent years where he just 
burred down the gingiva on Class V’s that were way apical on the root? And we all know where 
he stands on tissue and biological width. n

Timmy, I use something similar to this called a Gingibur. They come in a kit from Poland, 
of all places. I use them on high speed, no water. Just Google “Gingibur Kit.” There are also 
some YouTube videos showing how to use them. n

I also recently started using this, and it works great. Pasquale Venuti talks about using this 
all the time, and that’s where I learned about it. Dentsply sells different sizes, which is useful 
depending on what area you are working on (smaller sizes good for interproximal, etc.). n

Used the gingettage for a long time and it works great as long as all of the granulation tissue 
is removed. But a lot of bleeding and messy.

And then I purchased an electrosurgery: Small, thin wire actually zips through the tissue when 
set correctly. Minimal heme, Heals quickly, and so easy and fast to finish the restoration. n

Watch videos of this instrument in use! 
The full message board thread includes not just additional posts, but links to YouTube videos that 
show the instruments in clinical use. For easy one-click access to the links, head to dentaltown.com 
and search Message Boards for “high-speed tissue.” This thread will be one of the top results. 
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